The present article aims to show that multiple cognitive dimensions exist between employees in plants and that these multiple forms of potential cognitive relatedness interact in their influence on learning and plant performance. Because the success of a firm has come to be strongly associated with its ability to use the available resources (Penrose 1959) , it has become increasingly important for firms to have just the right mix of competences. In the article, the knowledge and cognitive distance between employees in knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) is measured in multiple ways -as formal knowledge, industry experience and past knowledge exposure. The different forms of cognitive distance are entered into pooled OLS regressions with year-, industry-, region-fixed effects and interaction terms to estimate the effects of various forms of cognition on plant performance. The results suggest that past knowledge experiences and formal education offer multiple channels for knowledge integration at the workplace and that the specific labor force knowledge characteristics present at a plant condition learning. It has been further shown that the organizational structure and flexibility associated with single-plant and multi-plant firms, respectively, generate different plant performance outcomes of knowledge variety. Moreover, we conclude that the commonly found negative effects of similarity in formal education on plant performance may be reduced by high levels of similarity in historical knowledge exposure or industry experience. These effects are stronger in multi-plant firms than in single-plant firms. We also find that high levels of human capital exert a reducing influence on the negative effects of high levels of cognitive similarity.
Introduction
Because the success of a firm has come to be strongly associated with its ability to use the available resources (Penrose 1959) , it has become increasingly important for firms to have just the right mix of competences. Therefore, the role of knowledge and knowledge structures within and between firms and regions has surfaced as an important research area for better grasping the contingent nature of innovation and competitiveness (Balland et al. 2013; Neffke and Henning 2013; Neffke et al. 2011) . With regard to the vast interest in knowledge as a resource, there is a wide body of literature discussing cognitive distance between agents as an important factor for knowledge transfer, learning and innovation (Boschma 2005; Harrison et al. 2001; Nooteboom et al. 2007; Tanriverdi and Venkatraman 2005; Wuyts et al. 2005) . However, while it is generally agreed that human capital positively impacts performance, we still know little about to what extent particular types of in-house competence portfolios influence plant performance (Lacetera et al. 2004) . In one of the few empirical studies on this topic, suggest that it is not human capital concentrations per se that are of importance for productivity, but rather the degree of cognitive relatedness between employees.
The aim of the present article is to add to this literature by assessing the role of the past work experiences of individuals in plant performance. We compare the effects of relatedness in experiences with the effects of both relatedness in formal skills (education) and human capital ratio on plant performance. In empirical studies, labor mobility is often used as a proxy for the circulation of knowledge in space (e.g., Eriksson 2011; Timmermans and Boschma 2013; Östbring and Lindgren 2013) , and cognitive distance is commonly measured as relational differences in formal education or sector belonging between individuals and firms ). This type of data only reflects a certain aspect of an individual's skills and abilities, namely that exemplified by formal education, profession or industry experience prior to the job change. This is unsatisfactory, because the literature clearly indicates that skill matching is a key issue for learning and innovations to occur within firms (Nooteboom 1999) as well as regions (Boschma et al. 2014) . When using micro-data, an assumption is made that individuals who have graduated from a specific vocational training or university program are identical and fully exchangeable. This assumption does not hold, not even on the day of graduation, and they will most likely diverge even more as they take on different jobs in different contexts. This is variation that should be taken into account when analyzing relatedness in the work force.
From an evolutionary point of view, the history of the region is important in understanding the current industry setup and potential future paths, but we argue that the history of the individuals should also be considered. The continuous modification of firm paths is the result of decisions made by actors within the firm (Strambach 2010) . These individuals -the labor force -are small units of cognitive abilities and experiences that are continuously being reproduced (Storper and Walker 1989) and that shape the firm and the territorial development (Storper 1995) . The work experiences that each worker carries with her render the sum of those skills exclusive to that individual. But, experience also translates into familiarity with one or a few different practices and modes of knowledge application. We hypothesize that past industry experiences and knowledge exposure also affect an individual's cognitive ability and her capacity to apply theoretical knowledge and to understand and conform to different practices.
Therefore cognitive relatedness can be achieved and measured in more than one way. Furthermore, we theorize that the role of in-house knowledge and relatedness in plant performance differ between singleplant and multi-plant firms. In multi-plant firms each plant represents a part of a greater knowledge pool available within the firm. Thus, the role of knowledge within the plant is potentially suppressed by the greater knowledge availability within the firm. Finally, we suggest that the different forms of cognitive ability and relatedness have potential overlap effects; high levels of relatedness in one type of cognitive ability may either abate or promote the effects of relatedness in another type of cognitive ability. If this is the case, the present article could help explain the slightly diverging results of existing studies on the effects of labor force skills and knowledge on firm performance. To our knowledge, existing studies have used only one measure of cognitive relatedness without controlling for other forms of cognitive relatedness that can facilitate communication and learning.
The empirical analysis is based on geo-referenced longitudinal matched employer-employee data. We examine the competence structure in knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) in Sweden between 2000 and 2010. In addition to determining the human capital ratio and entropy measures of variety of formal in-house competences (education of employees), we trace former workplaces and co-workers of individual employees and estimate the variety of knowledge exposure and industry experience, respectively. The effects of the different forms of cognitive relatedness on plant performance are estimated using pooled OLS regressions with cluster robust standard errors and year-, region-, and industry-fixed effects. Interaction terms are used to determine the overlap effects.
The paper is structured as follows: After the introduction, Section 2 presents the view that knowledge and experience jointly affect the collaborative abilities and potential for knowledge application within firms. Section 3 presents the data and model, and Section 4 the empirical results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Knowledge reproduction and knowledge transfer
The firm is constantly evolving, trying to stay competitive by acquiring new knowledge and applying existing knowledge in new ways (Spender 1991) . However, knowledge as a resource is not only determined by the technological regime associated with industry and sector belonging, but is also socially and territorially embedded (Bathelt and Glückler 2012; Gertler 2003; Granovetter 1985; Maskell and Malmberg 1999; Nooteboom 1992; Rigby and Essletzbichler 2006; Storper 1995) . This makes knowledge different from material resources, in that it is embodied in people who are embedded in contexts (Amin and Cohendet 2005; Farole et al. 2010; Grabher and Ibert 2014; Howells 2012; Lam 1997 ). Thus, learning and the potential innovative power of interaction are conditional on the abilities and experiences of the participating agents. Lacetera et al. (2004) demonstrated that single, "highability" individuals not only contributed their own knowledge to innovation, but also had an impact on the skills of other employees, thus changing the overall capabilities of the firm.
Insofar as knowledge transfer and learning have been explored quantitatively, labor mobility has been used as a proxy for knowledge flows and there has been a tendency for learning to be defined either as a change in productivity or patents. Labor mobility studies are becoming increasingly popular since labor mobility has proven to be an efficient channel for dissemination of knowledge (Szulanski 1996) across the entire tacit/explicit continuum (Polanyi 1966) . Among others, Almeida and Kogut (1999) , Breschi and Lissoni (2009) , Eriksson and Lindgren (2009 ), Maliranta et al. (2009 ), Song et al. (2003 and Timmermans and Boschma (2013) have studied person-embedded knowledge, its transfer through labor mobility and its effect on productivity and innovation. Almeida and Kogut (1999) showed that the mobility of engineers influenced local transfers of knowledge. Building on these findings, Breschi and Lissoni (2009) showed that the localization effects of simply being co-located were diminishingly small when controlling for the mobility of inventors, thus putting forward the idea that labor mobility is the main conductor of local knowledge transfer. Eriksson and Lindgren (2009) confirm this notion in their study on the impact of labor flows on plant productivity in all parts of the Swedish economy. Their results indicate that not only inventors are crucial to understanding the role of mobility, because all types of labor flows contribute to plant performance more than do "pure knowledge externalities" that reside "in the air" of agglomerations. Boschma et al. ( , 2014 further developed this suggestion by demonstrating that type of knowledge matters to understanding the impact of knowledge flows on firm performance and growth. In this respect, particularly labor flows from related sectors had a positive impact on plant performance. Whereas studied the entire Swedish economy other studies have found varying effects of related variety on innovation and performance in different sectors (e.g., Bishop and Gripaios 2009; Östbring and Lindgren 2013) . These findings support the notion that sectors constitute unique technological contexts that are asymmetrically influenced by relatedness in the labor force and the regional industry setup. The reason for this is most likely different possibilities for interactive learning and application of ideas in production processes in the different sectors. In this article firms in KIBS are analyzed in order to isolate the effect of learning on plant performance in this sector. These firms have a change focus and knowledge and creative solutions are their main input as well as output, thus any changes in plant performance are highly likely to result from learning processes. also showed that having a cognitively related in-house staff was more important to productivity than was having a high human capital ratio. Nevertheless, the competence within the firm and how it influences performance and localized learning still remains something of a black box. This is the case despite the fact that firms are believed to structure learning processes and act as repositories of knowledge (Maskell 2001) . The structuring aspect of the firm and its routines is a factor that creates different possibilities for knowledge transfer and knowledge application in firms with different corporate cultures. But the structures and flexibility of firms also depend on whether the firm has one or more plants to administrate. Hakkala (2006) found labor productivity growth in multi-plant firms to depend mainly on the organizational flexibility, i.e. the freedom to acquire productive plants and rid of unproductive plants. Administration and management decisions are, to a larger extent than for single-plant firms, decisive factors for the performance of multi-plant firms. Such factor are often external to the plant, while influencing the internal plant productivity. Furthermore, multi-plant firms have a greater internal knowledge pool at their disposal. This is especially true for multi-plant firms in KIBS where the function of each plant is similar to the others within the firm. In a recent article by Rigby and Brown (2015) it was also found that multi-plant firms did not benefit from agglomeration externalities (access to a specialized and qualified labor force is one such advantage) but rather from the extended buyer-supplier networks that multi-location firms enjoy. This too is a factor that is potentially external to the plant in multi-plant firms, but will contribute to promoting performance, nonetheless.
Therefore, we expect the overall impact of knowledge variety on plant performance to be larger in single-plant firms. On the other hand, human capital may play a greater role in multi-plant firms where skills in communicating, accepting and applying decisions made elsewhere are important to plant performance.
The presumed reason for the positive effects of acquiring related pieces of knowledge is individuals' potential to use their overlapping knowledge to communicate their unique knowledge and thus generate novelty (Nooteboom 1992) . There is a growing body of literature discussing proximity dimensions (Boschma 2005; Torre and Gilly 2000; Hansen 2012; Song et al. 2003) as important factors for intraand inter-firm learning. These proximities offer multiple ways of constructing shared values between individuals and potentially also a shared basis for communication and learning. Furthermore, there is a coherent body of literature, ranging over several fields, that discusses the benefits of relatedness with reference to both learning and firm productivity and competitiveness Harrison et al. 2001; Heimeriks and Boschma 2013; Markides and Williamson 1994; Neffke et al. 2012; Nonaka et al. 2000; Nooteboom 1992; Nooteboom et al. 2007 ). In its simplest form, the relatedness idea proposes that individuals with very different pieces of knowledge are unable to understand each other and will not be able to advance either their own knowledge or the knowledge of others. Individuals with similar knowledge, on the other hand, will understand each other perfectly, but are unable to achieve interactive learning. Consequently, individuals with related skills and knowledge are able to understand one another while simultaneously drawing on each other's knowledge to advance their own, and thus promote learning. In a Penrosian perspective, in-house knowledge and firm structure constitute the unique capabilities that equip seemingly similar firms with utterly different opportunities (Penrose 1959) , and location-specific competitive advantages (Maskell 2001) . We argue that just like an inflow of related competences is efficiently absorbed into the existing knowledge pool, a varied but related in-house competence portfolio should offer a breeding ground for new ideas and potentially new firm capabilities.
When Cohen and Levinthal (1990) coined the expression absorptive capacity, they claimed that it was largely determined by individuals' cognitive abilities, the relatedness of their knowledge and the heterogeneity of their collected experiences. The same labor force characteristics are also major determinants of the ability to collaborate internally, within the firm (March 2010; Nooteboom 2004 ).
An individual's cognitive ability is an outcome of his/her formal knowledge and past work experiences.
Past work experiences equip employees with unique sets of skills stemming from previous professions, industry belongings and interactions with co-workers. The in-house ability to generate and apply knowledge and thus remain competitive has been called 'intellectual collaboration' by Nooteboom (2009) and 'combinative capabilities' by Kogut and Zander (1992) . These concepts fit into the general discussion of dynamic capabilities in the knowledge-based theory of the firm (Grant 1996b; Teece 2007 ), according to which knowledge integration is perceived as the primary role of the firm (Grant 1996a ). Whereas absorptive capacity entails interpreting and learning, intellectual collaboration also involves teaching and communicating in a reciprocal manner. High abilities in intellectual collaboration potentially generate beneficial prerequisites for continuous advancements of firm knowledge (Nooteboom 2009 ) and thus innovativeness.
The abilities of employees to collaborate intellectually and advance their own as well as "the total" knowledge within the firm can be conceived of as combined knowing in practice (Orlikowski 2002 ). As such, knowledge is highly dependent on the participating agents and their ability to act in accordance with current practices, because it is not until knowledge is applied that it becomes a valuable resource to the firm (Grant 1996a (Grant , 1996b . Thus, a shared practice enables development and promotes the application of ideas. Becker (2004) argues that one way to construct a shared practice is through distributed firm routines, which represent physical and mental structures that are known to everyone within the firm. Boschma (2005) suggests that related knowledge between individuals results in coherence in knowledge views and a good ability to communicate. We add the assumption that employees with related industry experiences and/or related past knowledge exposure offer access to other practices from which lessons can be learned and processes modified. Similar to relatedness in formal knowledge, relatedness in industry experience or knowledge exposure generates productive communication and a basic understanding of the knowledge of others. In addition to this, relatedness in industry experience or knowledge exposure also helps employees evaluate the functionality and feasibility of ideas. It potentially also fosters trust between employees through familiarity with the "others'" knowledge, which allows more far-fetched ideas to be discussed and potentially acted upon and implemented. Thus, we hypothesize that relatedness in all forms of knowledge enables efficient communication and learning, whereas relatedness in industry experiences and knowledge exposure also offers the potential to find multiple applications for existing bits of knowledge and thus renewal of plant capabilities. Employees' past experiences are essential in forming individuals' own abilities to seize ideas, communicate them and transform them into productive practice. Cognitive proximity can therefore be measured in multiple ways, which capture different aspects of knowledge promotion and innovativeness. It is likely that proximity in one type of cognitive ability influences the effects of the other types of cognitive abilities on plant performance, e.g. proximity in previous knowledge exposure among employees may abate the negative effects of a high degree of unrelatedness in formal education.
That is to say, there are overlap effects between different forms of cognitive proximities.
When we compare existing empirical studies on the cognitive distance between workers, we find inconsistent results. This indicates that there is potentially more to cognitive abilities than has been operationalized and empirically tested so far. For example, found related skill inflow to be the most economically beneficial to a plant, Timmermans and Boschma (2013) found related skill inflow to be detrimental to the economic performance of firms in the Copenhagen area in Denmark, and Östbring and Lindgren (2013) found unrelated skill inflow to positively impact productivity in capital-intensive industries. These divergent findings imply that knowledge and abilities are contextual, and we need to further improve our conceptualization and operationalization of knowledge and ability and their role in different sectors and firms. We theorize that relatedness in the cognitive dimension can be achieved through several means. By combining multiple forms of knowledge, it is also likely that both short and long distances in the cognitive dimension may be fruitful for learning. The more detailed accounts we are able to give of individual agents' formalized knowledge and experiences, and the collected variety of those abilities within the firm, the more accurately will we be able to determine the effects of variety on firm performance.
Research Design
The choice of knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) for our study is due to the role of knowledge and learning in those industries. In comparison to capital-intensive sectors, which rely on physical capital for their performance (Östbring & Lindgren 2013) , firms in KIBS depend on their ability to learn and apply knowledge for their performance. KIBS are mainly engaged in research or consultancy activities, ranging from advertising, patenting and IT consultancy to research in biotech or forestry. These firms often show a high degree of specialization. Their ability to learn and adapt is their competitive advantage, and employees' knowledge and learning are directly connected to outputs and performance (Hine et al. 2013) . The client and research focus of these industries imply that firms have a focus of change -they try to adapt and evolve in accordance with existing research and potential client needs -and there is likely a low prevalence of routine tasks. This suggests that KIBS are imbued with a great deal of dynamism, which thrives on knowledge exchange and learning. Thus, by using KIBS in our study, we hope to isolate the effects of different forms of knowledge on workplace performance in these sectors.
Data and sampling
We base our analysis on longitudinal matched employee-employer data from the database Astrid at the Department of Geography and Economic History at Umeå University. The database holds yearly information on all individuals, firms and plants (workplaces) another to some extent, even though the intensity of the interactions probably varies. There is a small majority of men working in the concerned industries; roughly 60 percent of all employees are men throughout the period. There is also an overall increase in the human capital ratio (ratio of employees with a bachelor's degree or higher) in the industries in our sample over the period (about 10 percent).
Dependent variable
The dependent variable is labor productivity, measured as value added per employee per workplace for each year between 2000 and 2010. Labor productivity measures the relative efficiency of a plant or firm and is not as straightforward a measure of learning and innovation as patents are. But the use of patents in analyses of learning and innovative behaviors excludes parts of the economy from analysis (e.g., KIBS), and this exclusion is avoided when labor productivity is used as the dependent variable.
Moreover, Schumpeter (1939) argued that innovative firms use their resources more efficiently than their less innovative competitors do. Thus, labor productivity is a suitable measure of innovative behavior, while simultaneously being the most straightforward measure of industrial output (Rigby and Essletzbichler 2006) .
The database only holds information on value added for firms, so for firms with more than one plant, value added is allocated according to the wage quota of the plant (as done by ).
Value added is then calculated as a per capita measure of productivity. In an attempt to verify the appropriateness of the allocation of value added between plants belonging to the same firm, it is also allocated in accordance with share of firm employment (as done by Martin et al. 2011) . This is viewed as a more egalitarian way of allocating productivity, as every employee is then valued as being equally important to productivity. There was an insignificant difference in the value added allocated to the plants using the two different methods. This is most likely due to small wage differences between plants in the same firm in KIBS. Whereas a manufacturing firm will have different functions for its plants, e.g. R&D and production, a KIBS firm will have approximately the same competences in its plants, and the reason for having multiple plants is to be accessible to multiple markets, thus the wages do not vary as much between plants as they may do in multi-plant manufacturing firms. Regional wage differences in KIBS in Sweden are also relatively small as compared to international differences.
Independent variables
As described previously, the aim of the present paper is to include varieties of worker experience (skills) to the discussion of the effects of varieties of formal education (knowledge) on plant performance. Therefore there are four sets of independent variables that are entered into the model in consecutive steps. Initially, an indicator of human capital (HumCap) is calculated as the relative frequency of employees with a bachelor's degree or higher to reflect whether it is the concentration of human capital per se that is of importance. Traditionally, a high human capital ratio is presumed to be beneficial to plant performance because higher education signals high generic ability in information processing and motivation (Becker 1962; Card 1999; De la Fuente and Ciccone 2003; Olneck 1979 ).
Then the effects of variety in formal education (knowledge) on productivity are estimated. Entropy measures, proposed by Frenken et al. (2007) and used by Boscham et al. (2009) and Östbring and Lindgren (2013) , of relatedness of formal knowledge are calculated from a three-digit educational variable in the database, which describes the main subject of each individual. The three-digit level is the most detailed category and contains information about the specific subject, while the two-digit category amalgamates the subjects into fields of knowledge. The one-digit level is a broad umbrella category, not completely different from university faculties and contains the greatest variety within its levels.
The third set of independent variables concerns a variety of industry experiences (applied knowledge) within the labor force at the plant. Using a 15-year backlog for each current employee, their past workplaces and the industry of those workplaces are recorded and pooled to create a variety of industry experiences within the workplace. Using a four-digit sector code (SNI02), the variety of industry experiences of the employees at the workplace is estimated. Similar to the educational variable, the industry code can be disaggregated such that the four-digit code is the most detailed and individuals who have worked in the same four-digit industry are perceived to be similar in that aspect of experience.
Individuals who have experience in the same three-digit code but different four-digit codes are regarded as having related industry experience and individuals who do not share either a four-digit or a threedigit code are unrelated in their industry experiences. Entropy measures of the pooled experiences in different industries are calculated using the same equations as for the educational variety.
The fourth set of independent variables is a variety of previous knowledge interactions that the current employees at the plants have experienced. As for the industry experience variables, each employee is traced 15 years back in time. The objective is to find all of the individuals with whom the specific employee has worked and thus all of the formal education (knowledge) that the individual has come across and may have been influenced by in an applied setting. All past interactions (three-digit educational categories) of all employees at the plant are pooled to create a variety of knowledge exposure. From this pool, entropy measures of the similarity, relatedness and unrelatedness of knowledge exposure in the workforce are estimated.
The same entropy equations are used for the three sets of independent variables. For the in-house formal education variables and for the knowledge exposure variables, the same three-digit education variable is used. For the applied knowledge exposure variables (industry experience), the sector code variable (SNI92 and SNI02) is the foundation. The degree of similarity (SIM) in any of the three variables (employee formal knowledge (SIM), industry experience (IND_SIM) and knowledge exposure (EDU_SIM)) is calculated for each plant as the inverted entropy at the most detailed level of analysis (three-digit category for education and four-digit category for industry). In the equation, pi III is the share of three-digit educational category i or four-digit sector category i and N III is the number of categories within a plant (1).
The larger the value, the more similar the formal in-house competences, the industry experiences and the knowledge exposure, respectively, of all employees within a plant. The similarity variables (SIM, IND_SIM, EDU_SIM) were transformed according to ln(x+1) due to the skewness of the variables and the high occurrence of zeros. The degree of relatedness in the three variables is the shares of two-digit educational categories and three-digit sector code categories, pj II (3), when accounting for the occurrences of the more detailed categories within these categories (2). Hj can be considered a weight that controls for the degree of similarity within a two-/three-digit category (4). The weight lowers the relatedness score of a high share of a two-digit category that simultaneously contains a high share of a three/four-digit category and thus is similar rather than related.
REL, IND_REL, EDU_REL =
where;
and;
High occurrence of relatedness in formal education or experience of any of the two sorts will generate high values in the relatedness variables. The degree of unrelatedness in any of the abilities variables is In instances where a knowledge variable has the same type of effect (positive/negative) on plant performance as another independent knowledge variable, their effects are indicative of substitution. That refers to a scenario in which one independent variable can be substituted by another to achieve the same effect on plant performance. For the significant interaction terms, graphs show how the effect of one knowledge variable is altered at three different levels in the other knowledge variable (low, average and maximum values).
Control variables
As discussed previously, there are factors in the regional environment that may affect the performance of plants. This is especially true for single-plant firms, Rigby and Brown (2015) found that single-plant Urbanization externalities may arise from access to infrastructure and a large market and labor market, but this kind of agglomeration is also associated with congestion and high land rents. Therefore, it is expected to negatively impact plant performance. Industry relatedness (Ind_Div) represents potential externalities associated with agglomerations of related industries and is the share of plants in the same two-digit sector category as the plant under study. We particularly expect single-plant firms in regions with high industry relatedness to be exposed to numerous learning opportunities, which positively impacts plant performance (see, e.g., Boschma and Iammarino (2009) and Frenken et al. (2007) on the positive effects of a related regional industry setup). MAR externalities, i.e. benefits arising from the co-location of firms in the same sector, are accounted for by the variable "Specialization". This variable is calculated as the regional relative frequency of plants in the same industry as the plant under study.
All in all, we expect single-plant firms to exhibit a greater dependence on the local environment than multi-plant firms, which depend more heavily on management decisions, restructuring and widespread buyer-supplier networks (Hakkala 2006; Rigby and Brown 2015) .
There are also a few variables concerned with the characteristics of plants that may affect labor productivity. Because the in-house abilities are under scrutiny, trust and experience are believed to be key features in introducing more far-fetched ideas and applying them (March 2010) , thus the average worker age (Worker_Age) is presumed to positively impact productivity. The higher the average age, the more likely it is that employees have worked together for some time and learned to communicate with and trust each other. We expect plant size to positively influence productivity at the plant, but because plant size is part of the dependent variable (per capita productivity) it is excluded from the model to avoid simultaneity. An increase in the number of employees at a plant may temporarily reduce labor productivity during a period of absorption and integration of the new employee'(s') knowledge.
(Plant_growth) is thus expected to negatively impact labor productivity. Urbanization was transformed using its natural logarithm due to skewness in the variables. Industry diversity was transformed according to ln(x+1), due to high occurrence of zeros in the initial sample.
The model
The present study focuses on in-house skills, various forms of cognitive abilities and their independent and combined effects on plant performance. To test whether past worker experiences can contribute to creating a dynamic environment for learning and innovation, pooled OLS models are estimated in STATA for single-plant firms and multi-plant firms respectively. All models are weighted by plant size and cluster robust standard errors are used. There is a high occurrence of small plants in the samples, but the largest plants (the top ten percent) employ 42 percent of all individuals. By using weights in the models, the large plants will be ascribed a larger portion of the explained variance. There is potentially unobserved heterogeneity associated with the different plants, and this affects their performance. To abate the risks of idiosyncratic traits blurring the effects of our independent variables, dummy variables are used to represent region, industry and year. The geographic location of the plant is controlled for by using dummy variables for 53 (54-1) functional analytical regions determined by the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth (Tillväxtverket). The industry dummies are based on the 26 (27-1) five-digit SIC-codes (SNI02) associated with the firms. The first lag of all skill variables (t-1) is used in the models, because knowledge and learning need to be applied to generate economic value in a plant.
Thus the realizations of knowledge advancements are not instantaneous but slightly delayed. Because in-house abilities are under scrutiny, we regard deeper lags as unnecessary due to employees' existing familiarity with and understanding of other employees' knowledge and skills. The other explanatory variables and the dependent variable are measured at time t.
- Table 1 around here - (Table 2 ) present the additive effects, whereas Model 1B, 2B and 3B present the interaction terms (conditional effects) for human capital ratio and the entropy measures of knowledge and experience variety. The correlations between the different forms of cognitive proximity were tested to verify that they are measurements of different sets of cognitive abilities and not just different representations of the same ability, and no severe collinearity was found. As expected, our results show that a high concentration of human capital positively impacts plant performance (Model 1A, 2A and 3A) . This is in accordance with our expectations, given the knowledge-intensive work tasks that characterize these types of industries. Table 2 We identify the two overlap effects between human capital and similarity and human capital and unrelatedness in formal knowledge to be negative overlap effects. This means that an increase in one of the variables abates the initial effect of the other variable regardless of whether that effect is positive or negative.
Empirical results
In Model 2A and 2B (Table 2 ), the effects of the variety of industry experience are addressed in combination with the effects of human capital ratio in single-plant firms. Industry experience represents an applied form of knowledge variety, which presumably has the same effects as formal knowledge variety on plant performance. In the additive model (Model 2A), human capital ratio and high levels of related industry experiences positively impact plant performance, whereas unrelatedness in industry experience negatively impacts plant performance. These results are in line with our expectations, as high generic abilities in communication, problem solving and learning are assumed to be beneficial to all industries and plants. Also, an in-house staff with work experiences in a related variety of industries will be able to communicate efficiently and learn from each other. In contrast, a high degree of unrelated knowledge, irrespective of whether it is theoretical or applied, will complicate learning due to the lack of mutual knowledge. Similarity in industry experience have no significant impact on plant performance in the additive model, when controlling for the human capital ratio. In the conditional model (Model 2B), there is no significant interaction between industry unrelatedness and human capital ratio, indicating that the observed negative effect of industry unrelatedness in the additive model (Model 2A) is an independent effect, unaffected by the human capital ratio at the plant. There is a positive interaction term between industry relatedness and the human capital ratio that translates into a positive overlap effect (see Figure 1 , Graph 2a). The positive impact of relatedness in industry experience on plant performance is further heightened at high human capital ratios. Related applied knowledge is more specialized than related theoretical (formal) knowledge (Howells 2012) and at higher levels of human capital, related industry knowledge can be even more efficiently communicated and transformed into productive practice.
When we explicitly address the past formal knowledge exposure of the current workers in Model 3A, all knowledge variables are significant. The additive model (3A) shows strong positive effects of both high levels of related knowledge exposure and human capital ratio, whereas high levels of similarity and unrelatedness in knowledge exposure negatively impact plant performance. These findings are in line with the current empirical and theoretical literature on learning and innovation ).
By comparing Model 1A and 3A we find that the effects of past knowledge exposure are spread throughout the variety spectrum, whereas only related formal knowledge impacts plant performance.
This indicates that there is a socializing aspect to knowledge that is important in KIBS; the overall effect of the variety of experiences in knowledge interactions is greater than the effect of the variety of formal knowledge. This knowledge has been shared in an applied setting under specific social and organizational circumstances. Therefore it may also be associated with a social and organizational experience that does not exist in the formal knowledge accounted for by the employees' own educational backgrounds. The knowledge exposure variables represent theoretical (formal) knowledge that the individuals have encountered in their professional life. It is highly likely that this form of knowledge also has characteristics that resemble applied knowledge, and the potential benefits, under the right circumstances, are larger than those associated with the educational background. There is potentially greater variety in the knowledge exposure variable in total than there is in the formal knowledge variable.
There are no conditional effects between past knowledge exposure and human capital ratio in singleplant firms, indicating that the effects are independent of the level of human capital. With regard to the control variables, the two variables that represent plant characteristics, average worker age and plant growth, are significant. Higher average worker age positively impacts plant performance, presumably due to the longer work experiences and the deepened trust that will have built up over time. Plant growth has a negative impact on performance, most likely due to the construction of the per capita measure of plant performance. Two of the four variables that represent the regional industry setup are significant, the industry diversity variable and the regional diversity variable. A related industry base positively impacts the performance of single-plant firms whereas regional diversity negatively impacts plant performance. This is in line with contemporary studies on agglomeration externalities (e.g., Neffke et al. 2011; showing both higher survival rates and productivity for plants in regions with a related industry base rather than a diversified one. The insignificant effect of urbanization and specialization economies further strengthens current theories on the role of relatedness in promoting learning and innovativeness. Firms in specialized regions run a greater risk of lock-in and slower rates of innovation, whereas firms in urbanized areas may suffer from the negative aspects of urbanization, such as congestion and high rents, etc. The regional relatedness variable is also insignificant, which presumably is a trait specific to the industries in KIBS. Because of the highly specialized character of the activities carried out by most firms in KIBS, the cognitive distance between firms in apparently related industries (as implied by their SIC-code) may be too great for productive knowledge spillovers to occur.
- Table 3 about here -
In Table 3 we show the results on the additive and conditional effects of different forms of knowledge variety on plant performance in multi-plant firms, when accounting for the human capital ratio present at the plant. Model 1C reveals that high levels of similar and unrelated formal knowledge is harmful to plant performance, whereas a high human capital ratio positively impacts plant performance in multiplant firms. In models 1D and 3D we identify the conditional effects of relatedness when accounting for the level of human capital to be negative overlap effects. The higher the level of relatedness in formal knowledge and past knowledge exposure, the less positive the effect of human capital ratio at the plant.
When the human capital ratio approaches 1, the conditional effect of relatedness is harmful to plant performance (see Figure 2 , Graph 1c and 3d). This may be due to the multi-plant structure of these firms. A comparison of Table 2 and Table 3 indicate that there are fewer benefits arising from agglomeration externalities for multi-plant firms than for single-plant firms. Rigby and Brown (2015) found multi-plant firms to benefit from their extensive buyer-supplier networks rather than agglomeration externalities associated with access to specialized labor markets. In a different study, Hakkala (2006) explained the higher productivity of multi-plant firms to depend mainly on an organizational and structural flexibility that allowed firms to invest in new productive plants and divest in low productive plants, thus changing their overall productivity.
- Table 4 about here- Table 4 presents the relative and conditional effects of formal knowledge composition on plant performance when accounting for the experience variety present in single-plant firms. In Model 4A, the additive effects of formal knowledge and past industry experience on plant performance are estimated and displayed. Similar to Model 1A and 2A, relatedness in formal knowledge and industry experience continues to positively impact plant performance. This is in line with theories of complementary knowledge and implies that when the in-house staff has previous experiences from related industries or related formal knowledge they can promote each other's knowledge further. Whereas the previously found effect of formal knowledge relatedness on plant performance was independent of the level of human capital at the plant (Table 2 , Model 1B), it is found to be conditioned by the level of relatedness in industry experience, and vice versa, at the plant (Model 4B). High levels of industry relatedness has a stronger positive impact on plant performance if there is also high levels of relatedness in formal knowledge at the plant (Figure3, Graph 4b) . Furthermore, unrelatedness in both formal knowledge and industry experience has a negative impact on plant performance in single-plant firms. This is presumably due to lengthy learning processes and delayed knowledge application. The negative impact is reinforced if there are high levels of unrelatedness in both formal knowledge and industry experience, creating an even larger communication gap between the employees (Figure 3, Graph 4c ). This is in accordance with existing literature on proximity dimensions (see, e.g., Boschma 2005) claiming that unrelatedness (long distances) in multiple dimensions may contribute to an inability to communicate and thus to learn and innovate. Models 4A and 4B also reveal that the negative impact of knowledge similarity is a purely conditional effect where the influence is determined by the level of similarity in industry experience (Figure 3, Graph 4a ).
- Figure 3 about hereModel 5A displays the impact of past knowledge exposure when controlling for the formal knowledge variety present in single-plant firms. High levels of similarity and unrelatedness in knowledge exposure negatively impacts plant performance, which is in line with theories of proximity dynamics and learning (Nooteboom 2009; Nooteboom et al. 2007 ). The positive impact of relatedness in formal knowledge that was recorded in Models 1A and 4A remains when the other knowledge variable, controlled for, is knowledge exposure. In Model 4B the positive effect of related formal knowledge increases with high levels of relatedness in industry experience whereas in the case of human capital and knowledge exposure the effects of relatedness in formal knowledge are independent of the other knowledge variable. Thus, relatedness in formal knowledge contributes to plant productivity, presumably through the high learning and innovative potential, in single-plant firms. In these plants, the in-house knowledge constitutes the entire knowledge pool from which to extract, recombine and apply knowledge. In Model 5B (Table 4 ) we see a negative overlap effect where high levels of similarity in formal knowledge and past knowledge exposure generate conditional effects that are beneficial to plant productivity (Figure 3 , Graph 5a). This can be explained by high levels of specialization at a plant, which generates diversification through new services and products. Timmermans and Boschma (2013) found similar labor flows to be the most influential for plant performance in the Copenhagen region and suggested a hidden diversification in dense markets with intensive competition. For example a law firm will have staff with highly similar formal knowledge and a majority of its employees will have been exposed to similar forms of knowledge at their previous workplaces due to the specialized form of knowledge that they have, which attracts them to specific workplaces. Table 5 displays the impact of formal knowledge variety and experience variety on plant performance in multi-plant firms. In contrast to Model 1C, Model 4C reveals that related past industry experience has a significant positive effect on plant performance when controlling for formal knowledge variety.
Related industry experience had no impact on plant performance when controlling for the human capital ratio. Moreover, unrelatedness in formal knowledge negatively impacts plant performance, and in comparison with the conditional model (4D), it can be determined that the effect is independent of occurrences of unrelated industry experience. In contrast, the level of similarity in past industry experiences conditions the effect of similarity in formal knowledge on plant performance (Model 4D).
- Table 5 about hereModel 4D shows a positive interaction effect between similarity in formal knowledge and similarity in past industry experiences. This positive interaction translates into a negative overlap effect that is displayed in Figure 4 (Graph 4d) where high levels of similarity in industry experience substantially reduce the negative effect of similarity in formal knowledge, to the extent where high levels in both variables generate a positive effect on plant performance. As discussed previously this is most likely due to a hidden diversification in specialized firms in dense markets. Model 5C demonstrates a negative impact of unrelated formal knowledge that has persisted throughout the additive multi-plant models. It is also shown that the variety in past knowledge exposure has no impact on plant performance when controlling for formal knowledge variety. There is, however, a conditional effect similar to the one between similar formal knowledge and similar industry experience. High levels of similarity in both formal knowledge and past knowledge exposure generate a variety through which similarity in two subdimensions of cognitive proximity enable deepened specialization (Figure 4 , Graph 5c).
- Figure 4 about here -
Concluding remarks
The aim of the present paper was to help increase our understanding of cognitive distance and its effects on firm performance. In particular, we focused on the need to elaborate on the meaning of cognitive distance, as it is commonly perceived in the literature. The idea proposed in most empirical studies -that cognitive distance is more or less equivalent to formal education -was challenged by suggesting some alternative definitions that find support in evolutionary economic geography and other fields of theoretical discussion. We have distinguished between different types of cognitive relatedness and their independent and overlapping effects on productivity in single-plant and multi-plant firms respectively. By viewing the cognitive dimension as a way of relating abilities to one another, we have distinguished between formal knowledge, industry experience and past knowledge exposure. We have been able to show that the cognitive abilities of individuals are multi-faceted and strongly linked to past experiences. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the influence of labor force knowledge and knowledge variety differ in single-plant and multi-plant firms. To some extent formal education is a crude measure of the cognitive capacities of individuals, because it is a snapshot and usually measured during the beginning of adulthood. The formation of individuals' knowledge, skills and experiences, or differently put their professional identity, is an ongoing process that is more effectively taken into account by drawing on information from the past. The historical records of professional life may be very helpful when portraying the individual and his/her job-related capacities. Differences between individuals with the same formal education stand out more clearly when allowing for their historical life trajectories and the varying knowledge and skills they have been exposed to throughout time.
The professional histories of individuals may also be important for estimating cognitive distance in a more thorough way. When incorporating the stories told by the life paths, individuals with the same formal education may actually be very similar or very different. The same applies to individuals with different formal education -they may be very different, but they may also be much more alike than type of education and education level would seem to indicate. This might be one contributory factor to the inconsistent results on cognitive distance between workers that have been reported in the literature (e.g., Timmermans and Boschma 2013; Östbring and Lindgren 2013) . In line with the above discussion, the results of our empirical analyses suggest that past knowledge experiences and formal education offer multiple channels for knowledge integration at the workplace and that the specific labor force knowledge characteristics present at a plant condition learning. It has been further shown that the organizational structure and flexibility associated with single-plant and multi-plant firms, respectively, generate different plant performance outcomes of knowledge variety. In single-plant firms, in KIBS, human capital, knowledge and experience variety has a great deal of explanatory power with regard to explaining variations in firm performance. In multi-plant firms, on the other hand, high levels of human capital positively influence plant performance, presumably due to the need for communication and application of administrative decisions made externally.
Our results also show that different types of cognitive proximities may interact by weakening or reinforcing the effects on firm performance. For example, in the literature it is commonly reported that cognitive similarity is detrimental to firm performance due to lock-in effects and inertia. However, we find that negative effects of similarity in formal education may be reduced (and sometimes even reversed to a positive effect) by high levels of similarity in historical knowledge exposure. This result could be interpreted as an indication of hidden diversification where, for example, long-term experience of fellow workers in highly qualified professional jobs (e.g. lawyers, physicians, engineers, etc.) makes it possible to successfully diversify economic activities into new activities that appear to be the same in the register data. Our results also reveal that there is a link between human capital and different degrees of cognitive relatedness. The commonly found negative effects of similar formal knowledge may be balanced by high levels of human capital in terms of high education. The argument put forward by that strong firm productivity is not due to human capital concentrations per se but to cognitive relatedness among employees, may be refined by recognizing the reciprocity between these two factors.
Similarity in terms of cognitive relatedness apparently has different implications if the staff have short or long education experiences. Longer and more extensive education makes it more likely that individuals have been exposed to broader sets of perspectives and different ways of thinking, which give rise to hidden diversity. Formal cognitive similarity in the group of highly educated people may therefore conceal aspects of related variety beneficial to firm performance.
In most studies on labor force knowledge and its effects on plant performance, the focus is on labor mobility and the relationship between formal cognitive relatedness and geographic proximity. In the present study, however, the aim has been to examine the impact of cognitive distances in the in-house competence portfolio on plant performance. Furthermore, it has been argued that cognitive relatedness can be achieved and estimated in more than one way. Our results show that there is more than one way to determine cognitive proximity, and the cognitive dimension is only one of several dimensions.
Therefore, we conclude that theories of the workings of proximity dimensions are underdeveloped and offer promising avenues for future research. 
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. Figure 2 . The effects of knowledge -and experience variety on plant performance at low, average and high levels of human capital ratios in multi-plant firms. Graphs for significant interaction terms are shown. Graph 1a (Predicitive margins) 6 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 Predicted productivity (log) Graph 3d (Predictive Margins) Figure 1 . The effects of knowledge -and experience variety on plant performance at low, average and high levels of human capital ratios in single-plant firms. Graphs for significant interaction terms are shown. Figure 4 . The effects of in-house knowledge variety on plant performance at low, average and high levels of similar knowledge exposure and unrelated industry experience, respectively, in multi-plant firms. Graphs for significant interaction terms are shown. Figure 3 . The effects of in-house knowledge variety on plant performance at low, average and high levels of similar knowledge exposure and unrelated industry experience, respectively, in single-plant firms. Graphs for significant interaction terms are shown.
